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The object of this paper is to prove the following theorem: If Y is a closed sub- 
space of the Banach space X, then Li(p, Y) is proximinal in L’(p, X) if and only 
if LQ, Y) is proximinal in LP(p, X) for every p, 1 <P-C co. As an application of 
this result we prove that if Y is either reflexive or Y is a separable proximinal dual 
space, then L’(/.L, Y) is proximinal in L’(p, X). 0 1989 Academic press, IIIC. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let (52, p) be a finite measure space. The space of Bochner p-integrable 
functions defined on (0, p) with values in a Banach space X is denoted by 
Lp(p, X). It is well known [l] that LP(p, X) is a Banach space under the 
norm 
A subspace E in a Banach space F is said to be proximinal if for each 
x E F there is at least one y E E such that 
The element y is called a best approximant of x in E. 
In [3], Light and Cheney proved that if Y is a finite-dimensional sub- 
space of the Banach space X, then L’(,u, Y) is proximinal in L’(p, X). In 
[2], Khalil proved that L’(p, Y) is proximinal in L’(p, X) if Y is reflexive. 
In this paper we prove that El@, Y) is proximinal in L’(p, X) if and only 
if Lp(p, Y) is proximinal in Lp(p, X), 1 < p < co. As a consequence, the 
result in [2] follows immediately. Further, if Y is a separable proximinal 
dual space then L’(,u, Y) is proximinal in L’(p, X). 
Throughout this paper, if X is a Banach space, then X* denotes the dual 
of X. If Y is a subspace of X, we set Yl = {x* E X*: x*(y) = 0 for all 
ye T}. The set of real numbers is denoted by R. 
All Banach space in this paper are assumed to be real Banach spaces. 
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I. PROXIMINALITY RELATIONS IN Lp(,u,X) 
Let X be a Banach space and let Y be a closed subspace of X The 
following is the main result of this paper: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let 1 < p < CO. The following are equivalent : 
(i) Lp(p, Y) is proximinal in Lp(p, X) 
(ii) L’(,M, Y) is proximinal in L’(p, X). 
Proo$ (ii) + (iii). Let f E Lp(p, X). Since the measure space (Q, p) is 
finite, f E L1(p, X). By assumption, there exists gE L’(p, Y) such that 
IIf - gll, < IIf - RI1 I for all h E L’(,u, Y). By Lemma 2.10 of [4], 
IIf - dt)ll G IIf( Yll 
p-almost everywhere and for all y E Y. Hence 
IIf - dt)ll 6 IIf - w(t)ll 
p-almost everywhere for all w  E Lp(p, Y). Since OE Y, it follows that 
IIs(t)ll <4lf(r)ll. Hence gELPbL, Y), and 
Ilf - Alp G llf - 41p 
for all w  E Lp(p, Y). 
Conversely. (i) -+ (ii). Consider the map 
J: L’(p, X) + LP(p, X) 
J(f)(t) = Ilfwll”P- ‘f(t) 
if f (t) # 0, and J(f)(t) = 0 otherwise. Then 
IMf )(t)ll = Ilfw’P~ 
Hence IIJ(f )/I,” = llfll i. Clearly J is (1 - 1). Further, if g E Lp(p, X), then 
f(t)= Ilg(t)llPP1g(t)EXand Ilf(t)ll = IIg(t)lJP. ThusfEL’(p, X). Further 
J(f I(t)= Cllf(tNll”P-‘~ Ildt)ll”-‘g(t) 
= IIs(t)ll’-“~ IIdt)llP-l g(t)= g(t). 
Hence J is onto. Also J(L’(p, Y)) = Lp(p, Y). 
Now, let SE L’(p, X). With no loss of generality we can assume that 
f(t) # 0 p-almost everywhere, for otherwise we can restrict our measure to 
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the support off: Since J(f) E Lp(p, X), then by assumption (ii), there exists 
some ge L’(p, Y) such that 
IIW) - Jk)ll, d II&f) - J(hNlp 
for all h E L’(p, Y). Using the same argument as in Lemma 2.10 of [4], we 
get 
IIW-I(t) - J(g)(t)ll G IIJ(f)(t) - YII 
p-almost everywhere for all ye Y. Hence 
IIw-)(~) - Jk)(t)ll d IIJVN~) - Ilf(t)ll ‘lp- l Al, 
p-almost everywhere for all YE Y. Multiplying both sides of the last 
inequality by IIj(t)ll’ - ‘lp we get 
IIf - Ilf(t)ll I- ‘lp. IIg(t)ll g(t)ll G IV(t) - YII 
for all y E Y. Set w(t) = Ilf(t)ll’ ~ 1/P II g(t)11 “F ’ g(t). Since g(t) is a best 
approximant off(t) in Y, and 0 my, it follows that II g(t)11 < 2llf(t)ll. Hence 
w  6 L’(,u, Y). Consequently 
II&f(t) - w(f)ll G IIf(f) - e(t)11 
p-almost everywhere for all 0 E L’(p, Y), and so g is a best approximant of 
fin L’(p, Y). This ends the proof of the theorem. 
As a corollary to Theorem 1.1, we prove 
THEOREM 1.2 [ Khalil [2] 1. If Y is a reflexive subspace of X, then 
L’(p, Y) is proximinal in L’(p, 1). 
Proof. The subspace L2(p, Y) is reflexive in L2(p, X). Hence 
proximinal. Theorem 1.1 implies that L’(p, Y) is proximinal in L’(p, X). 
This ends the proof. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let Y=Z* GX. Then L’(p, Y) is proximinal in L’(,u, X) 
if Y is separable and proximinal in X. 
Proof. Let FE L*(p, X) and let X, be the smallest separable closed sub- 
space of X that contains the range of F. Let (x,) be a countable dense 
subset of X1 and let F,, be a sequence of simple functions such that 
IIF,, - FII 2 -+ 0. We can choose each F, to have values in {x1, x2, . ..}. 
Since Y is proximinal each F, has a best approximant F” in L2(p, Y). In 
fact each F, is simple and F,(t) is the best approximant of F(t) in Y p a.e. 
[2]. Let Y, be the smallest closed subspace of Y that contains the range 
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of F,, for all n. So Y, is separable. We can assume that Y, = Y. Let (y,) be 
a countable dense subset in Y,. Set 
Q= (~1, ~2, ...I u {xi: xi4 Y,}. 
Then Q is dense in x1 and Q n Y1 is dense in Y. Further, one can use the 
Hahn-Banach theorem to define a sequence of linear functionals (z:) in 
XT such that IlZ~II = 1 and (z:, zi) = IIzJ. Since (zi) is dense in X, and 
(2:) is norming for (zi) (l[zJ =supi l(z*, zi)l), then (~7) is norming for 
X1 (and for Y). Further (z:) is total for X, (and for Y,) [4, p. 241. 
Let E= (h@z*: h E L’(p), i= 1,2,3, . ..}. Then the Hahn-Banach 
theorem and the totality of (z:) imply that E is total for L2(p, X,). 
Further, the density of the simple function (with range in Q) in L2(p, X,) 
implies that S(E) = span(E) is norming for L*(p, X, ). 
Since L’(p) is reflexive, we use the Cantor diagonalization process to 
have a subsequence of (F”), say (p”,), such that lim,, (p”,, 4) exists for all 
4 E S(E). Let P be the linear functional on L2(p, Y*) defined by (p, 4) = 
lim,,( F,,:,,, 4) for all 4 E S(E). The Hahn-Banach theorem can be used to 
ensure that F:E [L’(p, Y*)]*. The fact that Y is a dual space and 
ll~,&)ll < W’n,(t)ll P a.e. implies that ~EL’(P, Y) [4, p. 911. Now let 
4 E S(E), 11#11 < 1, and E > 0 be given. Then 
I~~-~~~>l~l~~-~,,~>I+I~~~-~~~~~l+l~~~-~~~~l 
G II(f’-FnlI,+ IIF,-F,lI,+ I(Fn-Ft#)I. 
By choosing n large enough one gets 
I(F-F,d)I <22~+ III;,- Vll,<2.5+ IIF- VII 
for all VE L2(p, Y). Since E is arbitrary and S(E) is norming for L2(p, A’,), 
using Theorem 1.1, the result follows. Q.E.D. 
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